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Regina Awarded E-RYT 500 Certification
Imagine what you would learn from teaching yoga classes for over
20,000 hours. A very wise person once conveyed something she
learned in her yoga teacher training: “The most meaningful
training comes from practice.” About whom am I speaking? Our
very own Regina! (as seen in photo above) We are proud and
overjoyed to announce that Regina has just earned the highest
level of Yoga Alliance certification for yoga teacher trainers (drum
roll please): E-RYT 500 certification. Regina is also now qualified
to teach continuing education classes for teachers already
certified (YACEP certification), Amazing!

As you may have read on the posters decorating the YHC walls,
our Yoga College of California (YCC) is in the process of
finalizing ts first RYT 200 yoga teacher training, which will be YHC
Hot 26+, our very own brand of Bikram style yoga. Regina and
Brad will be the lead trainers for our first TTC (teacher training
course). Kristi, Kat, Ali, and other YHC teachers will also be an important part of all of our
TTCs by teaching courses on anatomy, special considerations for women (e.g.,
pregnancy), and other topics about which they have specialized knowledge and/or
passion.

In the future, YCC will also be offering more RYT 200 as well as 300, and 500-hour
TTCs in other yoga styles, such as Vinyasa Flow. For now, we are focusing our first RYT
200 in the YHC Hot 26+ style. Our expected launch date will be mid to late September.
After we conduct our first training, we will reflect on how to make the next one even better
and keep improving the quality of what we offer you. We aim to be the best TTC in the
world (yes, the whole world!) and we are on our way to realizing our lofty-but-doable
goal. How? One TTC at a time.

http://www.yogahealthcenter.com
http://www.yogahealthcenter.com/schedule
http://www.yogahealthcenter.com
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.fitnessmobileapps.yogahealthcenter&hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/goyhc/
https://www.facebook.com/YogaHealthCenter
https://www.yelp.com/biz/yoga-health-center-san-carlos-3


The Warrior Challenge Going Strong
The 21-Day Summer Warrior Challenge is going
strong. A couple of eager challengers have
completed another day and earned a well-
deserved check-mark. It’s great to see so many of
you having a blast while staying strong and fit! 

Over 90 students entered and are committed to
fitness and to the YHC community as we welcome
the summer months. Most averaging one class per
day and some have two or even three. 

Wow! Keep attending classes to have fun and feel
great all summer long. Go YHC Warriors! 

CLASSES

CLASS OF THE MONTH

Pilates Plus

Pilates (originally known as
“Contrology”) is a systematic group
of controlled movements created by
Joseph Pilates in the early 20th
century while he was in World War I
internment camps at Lancaster
Castle and on the Isle of Man. He
used his time while in prison to train
fellow inmates to use specific exercises for the purposes of stretching, strengthening,
balancing and aligning the body’s core muscle groups. Now there’s a potent and
powerful example of life giving you (sour) lemons and you making (sweet) lemonade out
of it!

Among the reported benefits of doing Pilates (both mat and machine styles) are
improved flexibility, muscle tone, body balance, spinal support, low back health,
sports performance, and body-mind awareness. Pilates ardently believed that a
strong body supports a strong mind and vice versa. So…a Pilates class with Brad
promises to be an intense experience in which your focus will be developed and your
muscle-mind coordination challenged. Challenging your body-mind is the supreme way to
make progress in actualizing your fitness goals. Really? Glad you wondered.

Let’s see what our Pilates Plus students who take the class regularly have to say:

Pilates helps me to focus on proper form and alignment. (Melanie)
My objective is to build my core. Doing Pilates helps me to become stronger and
healthier and improves my balance. (Juan)
I learn more by doing things slower and that’s why Pilates is great for me. It also
tightens my core and sculpts my muscles. (Tina)
I like that Pilates is a static class and not a flow class. It’s great that the class is not
heated and that we don’t go full boar from the get go. Brad makes the class
difficult so that you can’t cheat yourself out of a good workout. He also makes the
class fun and it’s good to laugh. I also like that Brad writes down the workout
sequence so I can see what we’ll be doing. (Mike)
Using the foam block helps me to focus on alignment. Pilates is good prep for my
rock climbing. (Sophia)
Pilates is great because Brad coaches us on proper alignment. (John)
Doing Pilates helps me to become more in tune and aware of my posture.
(Monica)

If you want to come and find out for yourself if those rave reviews are true, please join us



on Tuesdays at 6:10-7:10pm and/or on Saturdays from 8:15-9:15am. If your body is
yearning for a hot class experience that integrates Pilates, we also have a fantastic
Inferno Hot Pilates class on Thursdays from 6:15-7:15pm with teacher Yelena..

One more thing: the Plus part (of Pilates PLUS)! Before we do Pilates, Brad brings in
something extra that will help students to have a positively challenging Pilates series. For
example, sometimes students do weight lifting combined with yoga asanas, or HIIT, or
plyometrics…you never know. One more last thing: Given the intense focus of the class,
which stokes internal fire, the class is not heated. Don’t need extra heat with all our
students burning bright like the sun.

NEW CLASSES

• Pilates Plus. Teacher Brad
Tuesdays 6:10-7:10 pm and
Saturdays 8:15-9:15 am

• Meditation & Sound
Healing Teacher Brad. Time
change: 7:30-8:20 pm. (see
picture on right)

• Yoga for Stretch &
Release. Teacher Lorraine.
Tuesdays, starting Tuesday, July 16. Non-heated.
Today’s lifestyles frequently result in tight shoulders, hips and lower back pain often from
too much sitting and poor posture. This class teaches step-by-step approaches to open
up the shoulders, hips and stretch the spinal column to effectively relieve pain and
discomfort around these areas. The class includes some longer held poses and
relaxation/ meditation to practice letting go. As with all yoga classes, we will strengthen
the connection between the mind, body and heart through the breath.

• Bikram Silent Bikram. Wednesdays, 11:00 am-12:00 pm. Teacher Brad. This class is
not for beginners. Begins June 19.

• Vinyasa Flow Non-Heated. Weds, 4:00-5:15 pm.Teacher Kristine. Begins June 26.
• Yin Gentle . Time Change: Wednesdays, 7:15 - 8:30 pm. Teacher Kay
• Rope Wall. Now Wednesdays, 5:45-6:45 pm, teacher Maria
• Rope Wall Asana Class. Thursday mornings in July. Teacher Regina. Time: TBA

What classes would do you like?
Please let us know what kind of class (yoga or fitness), what day of the week, what time
of day, and the length of the class.

STUDENT OF THE MONTH
Madison Blanton

Tell us something about yourself.
I grew up in a Phoenix suburb (Glendale) and moved to
California to be closer to my family who moved from
Arizona to Belmont, San Jose, and San Francisco. I
have a husband and two boys (aged 6 and 12) who
keep me busy. When I am not with my husband and
boys, I come to Yoga Health Center. I love living in the
SF Bay area because I can do a lot of outdoor
activities. It’s a lot different than living in Arizona where
it’s often too hot to do things outside.

When did you start doing yoga?
I took my first yoga class in 2011 at Glendale
Community College (in Arizona) because I was always
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interested in it and it was an easy opportunity, given that I was attending other classes. I
thought the teachers there would be knowledgeable. After a few years of yoga practice, I
have come to realize that one teacher is not better than another; they are simply
different. Every teacher has different strengths.

Do you have a favorite class? Favorite pose?
I love the hot fusion class because it’s the perfect blend of Bikram and Vinyasa Flow.
Plus, Kat makes the perfect playlists that get you going at the right time. The music is
upbeat during ab work and slows down at the end of class when it’s time for savasana.
There’s a real arc in the class. I have a love-hate relationship with standing bow pose. I
love how I feel elongated, strong, and open in the pose…BUT…it’s freaking hard! It gets
your heart rate up.

What do you love about Yoga Health Center?
I moved here to San Carlos three years ago and I was immediately sold when I walked
into YHC. The front desk staff (especially Stephanie) made me feel welcome. I took
Kristi’s Vinyasa class and was so excited because it was so thoughtful. Her stories at the
beginning of class were unique. From there, every new class I took and instructor were
different and awesome. For example, even though Olga and Victoria both teach Bikram,
my experience in the class is totally different. I like that each teacher is different.

Do you have a fun fact about yourself?
Splash! I was named after Madison the Mermaid from the movie Splash with Daryl
Hannah and Tom Hanks. That movie was playing in theaters when my mom was pregnant
with me delivered me. My mom’s water didn’t break before I was born. I was born on the
wave of my mom’s water breaking and I came out with a splash!

Favorite Quote
“You have your way. I have my way. As for the right way, the correct way, and the only
way, it does not exist.” (Nietzsche) 

TEACHER OF THE MONTH
Kay Ananda

Tell us something about yourself.
Yoga-wise, I am RYT 500 hrs. certified
and registered yoga teacher and
about to be designated as an
experienced teacher with Yoga
Alliance. Additionally, I am 800 hours
certified with International Association
of Yoga Therapists (IAYT) and feel
excited to share all the goodness of
yoga that makes this practice the
ultimate methodology for self-care. I
trained under BK Bose, PhD; Baxter Bell, MD; and Judith Lasater, PhD to name a few for
my Yoga Therapist education. But my initial love for yoga comes from the starting point
of 200 hours at SRI School of Yoga with deep dive Vinyasa style, sequencing the flow to
restore and regenerate our vital life force - Sri stands for resplendent light within each of
us and that, yoga practice helps us reconnect with. Born in New York, grew up mostly in
Tokyo and East Bay, California; l now consider this San Francisco, Mid-Peninsula
home. It's a fun hub for dreamers and innovators! I feel blessed to get to share this
beautiful practice called “Yoga” even off the mat. I am a facilitator, a guide, family loving
yoga therapist, and myself, always a student at heart. 

When did you start doing yoga?
As an overwhelmed freshman at UC Berkeley, hearing yoga might be helpful tool for
stress-management by a professor before finals, I sought out a yoga class at YMCA right
off University Ave. I can't recall how I did on that final but I do remember well that residue
of deep exhale and that sense of lightness from that yoga class very vividly. Since that
first class, aspects of yoga have always helped me navigate each day with more joy and
... balance. After practicing for some time, I very seriously took up yoga in the last 10



years. 

Do you have a favorite class? Favorite pose?
All yin poses when I want flexibility, a good stretch, release, even an athletic edge… and
the calm. It's a lovely self-exploratory practice that complements the yang practice.
Warrior sequence when I need empowerment and fierceness. All restorative poses when
I want rejuvenation and recharge. I mix and match a variety of classes to manage or
boost my energy level. 
 
What do you love about Yoga Health Center?
People, by that I mean students, teachers and staff, everybody. Teachers are dedicated
and skilled; students are committed and loyal; staff are warm and so welcoming.
Together, the vibe, the pranic energy is amazing. Kudos to the owners who care and are
so committed to optimizing the students’ learning experience. I also love the fact that it's
a full-service yoga studio that offers diverse variety of yoga styles.

Do you have a fun fact about yourself?
It's probably hard to imagine given my love for all things Zen today, I used to be high
strung and stressed out, having risen up the corporate ladder to a pretty respectable
level juggling the demands of work and family. As a result, I suffered from unhealthy
eating habits, reactive personality, insomnia and migraines, fatigue, addicted to
caffeine. So you can say that based on personal experience, yoga saved me from
staying on that course of negative and unhealthy trajectory. I regained my wholesome
health, clarity, and balanced life style focused on what's really important in life - aided by
the tools and philosophy of yoga. I want to share that kind of yoga of quiet ...
transformation. It's nothing dramatic - it's a subtle, nuanced and ... repeated practice of
"loving kindness" that's forgiving and gentle. There's power in that approach. Check out
my blog: www.wagayoga.com

My Favorite Quotes
In the beginner's mind there are many possibilities, but in the expert's there are few.
- Shunryu Suzuki

SHOPPING SPECIALS

FIFTY/FIFTY Water Bottles
YHC is ready to help you beat the heat and
stay hydrated with the help of our new line of
FIFTY/FIFTY insulated water bottles. These
double-duty vessels keep liquids hot for 12
hours, and cold for 24! Available in 34 and
40 ounce styles, in a variety of your favorite
colors.

Sales Rack
Did you battle traffic, conquer parking, and make it all the way here only to realize you
forgot something? Our SALE rack has so, totally got you covered, Yogini! We’ve got 20%
off of leggings and tops every day for quick-grab, high-end fitness fashion! This
discount cannot be combined with Gold Member discount.

Perkville Specials
Our special for this month will be our
new WHITE Women's Tees for 750
points this month points! (were
1000 points). Download the voucher
on your phone or print it out to
redeem. We are temporarily out of the
long sleeve hoodies.
www.Perkville.com

YOGA COLLEGE OF CALIFORNIA

http://www.perkville.com


TIP OF THE MONTH
Mindfulness Matters

Have you ever wolfed down your food because you were
so hungry that you don’t even remember how the food
tasted? That’s an example of eating without mindfulness.

What is mindfulness? Here’s a working definition: focusing awareness on the present
moment while calmly accepting your feelings, thoughts, and body sensations as they are
perceived NOW. Practicing mindfulness involves slowing down and paying attention to
what you are doing and how you are doing it, like savoring food before you swallow it.

The Yoga College of California will be offering you specific mindfulness practices to
enhance your life through this newsletter each month. Regular practitioners of
mindfulness and meditation report increased clarity in their daily decision making, an
abiding sense of peace, and more confidence when they feel confronted by challenges.
Next month we will examine the practice of pratyahara.

By Brad Nitschneider, YHC Community Writer

Meditation from the Mat

A few weeks ago, my back went out. I
wondered why that happened. There was
no precipitating event such as overdoing a
twist or pushing beyond my limits. It just
happened.

Upon reflection, I realized that my body was
telling me to “back off” of my compulsive

need to exercise and go-go-go by turning my back off and amplifying the pain. Not funny.
The pain was excruciating and exquisite. I tried all sorts of remedies that are too
numerous to recount here. It was a combination of having an open mind about trying
different things and asking for help that ultimately healed my back. Yes, being open to
help and healing was my help and healing.Where it stops…somebody knows. It stops
with patience, compassion, asking for help, and being open to exploring healing
alternatives.

POSTURE OF THE MONTH
Dead Body/Corpse Pose (Savasana)

Once you learn how to die, you learn how to
live. -- Morrie Schwartz

Say what? To live fully, we need to die? How
to explain a paradox…it defies logic. What to
do? Get into savasana and discover the
meaning of life (and death) for yourself. The
message about dying in order to live fully
(and living fully in order to die fulfilled) has
been expressed throughout time in countless forms of creative expression. For example,
in the accompanying picture of Kali and Shiva (for whom the pose “savasana” was
named), the image is of an inert (i.e., dead but fully alive) Shiva with the Great Mother
Kali teaching him lessons about how to LIVE with the deadly forces of nature, such as
decay and time. Want further elaboration on this puzzling theme? Ask our wise teacher
Kristi for more details. She loves telling inspiring and compelling stories!



Back to savasana, which is all about the back; namely turning back time by being…on
your back. How does that happen? Through s-l-o-w-i-n-g d--o--w--n. Relaxing and
receiving the benefits of your effort through your non-effort. Paradox alert! Savasana is
optimally practiced through lying on your back in a comfortable position with your arms
and legs a few inches away from your torso. Your eyes are gently closed and you are
focused on letting go of any residual tension you are aware of through breathing deeply.

Among the boundless benefits of savasana are the following: increases in—relaxation,
body awareness, concentration, interoception (perception of internal body signals such
as heartbeat), mental revitalization; and decreases in—anxiety, depression, stress,
fatigue, blood pressure, headaches, and insomnia. Savasana teaches us that sometimes
a busy mind and a busy body need to become like a corpse in order to restore,
rejuvenate, refresh, and dare I say...resurrect! Rise up from savasana and bless the
world with your beautifully relaxed self. 

Notre Dame de Namur
University (NDNU) Field Trip
We are thrilled to announce that YHC will
be receiving visitors from Notre Dame de
Namur University (NDNU) on July 30
from around 6:00 to 8:00 pm. Why? These
visitors are students from NDNU who are
taking a field trip to YHC to observe
classes and learn about how adopting a

yoga and fitness lifestyle can reduce stress. These students are enrolled in Mary
Bedford-Carter’s course entitled “Stress in the Workplace.” After their observation, the
students will be talking with YHC staff about how stress can be managed through
practices such as yoga, meditation, mindfulness, sound healing, and taking fitness
classes. One of the key objectives of Mary’s course is “to examine cognitive and
behavioral coping strategies to create a personal wellness plan that will circumvent
personal and professional burnout.” Please show our visitors a warm welcome.

Manduka Mats & Accessories Are In!
Yoga Health Center is proud to offer Manduka
accessories that enhance your time on your mat.
All Manduka mats are guaranteed for LIFE - it’s
the last mat the Yogi will ever have to buy! We
have several new styles of mats in this month:

Manduka Pro is for taller, bigger boned,
wider bodies. It is a very heavy mat - this
is a great suggestion for anyone over 6
feet tall. Can be used with or without a
towel
Manduka ProLite is our most popular mat. It’s traditional size, a lighter weight than
the original Pro mat. Can be used with or without a towel on top.
Manduka Artist series: this mat is covered in a towel-like material that absorbs
moisture. Hang dry.
Manduka GRP is designed specifically for heated yoga. It has a grippy surface
and a charcoal-infused core to combat odor and bacteria. 

Jade  mats are super grippy! Perfect for anyone that really prefers a towel-less practice
or slips in down dog. Very spongy and supportive of joints.

Member Benefits
Freeze Policy. You may freeze your Gold membership account for $19 a month
indefinitely until you return. Also, no more 15-day notice to initially freeze your account.
However, the freeze must start on your billing date and can only occur after your 3-month
initial contract. This will allow you to return at your previous legacy membership rate.



Cancellation Policy. If you wish to cancel your membership, you must do so by email
only to membership@yogahealthcenter.com with 15-day advance notice. You will receive
an auto response acknowledging your request. Verbal, hand written notes or voice mail
are not accepted.

Guest Policy. Members may invite an unlimited number of new guests for a $10 drop-in
rate. The guest can also apply the $10 to the new student Introductory Offer. You can
also use your Perkville points which can be applied to new or returning guests.

Meet the Owners
Regina is business with a Big Heart; Bob is business with
a Big Mind. Although the caffeinated power of Peet’s
Coffee downstairs from YHC can give you a buzz for an
hour, doing a class at Regina and Bob’s studio can give
you a buzz for a whole day! Read more on our blog

We Want To Hear From You
Have a suggestion on classes you'd like to see at YHC? New
classes, more or less of current classes, new times? What
types of yoga gear or accessories? Comments, critiques,
ideas on how can we improve - or more chai :)? Email us
at membership@yogahealthcenter.com

YHC App Makes it Easy!
Download our custom Yoga Health Center App from the Apple Store to receive last
minute notices, view your class attendance, see class schedules, changes, etc. Also
track and redeem Perkville points, check into class, and much more!

Take a Google maps customized tour of our studios.
Click here to begin tour

Yelp Review of the Month
There are so many things to love! The variety of classes - from Bikram to Core Defense
to Meditation. The community - everyone is so friendly and supportive. Chai Saturdays -
talk about giving to your members and supporting interaction time between classes with a
yummy drink. The facilities - so clean, great props, rope wall, drop-in schedule, check-in
process. The staff - very friendly and encouraging. I love seeing them join classes too!
-- Karen 6/19/2019

Parking Tips
NEW - CalTrans parking update  - the city is in final negotiations to allow no charge
parking after 6:00 pm and on the weekends. No guarantee , however, you should
not be ticketed at those times. Please let us know how it goes. We understand some
students are already parking there.

No charge public parking directly behind our studio is easiest for all morning classes. For
the 12:15 or 12:30 classes, go for the switch when people are leaving the 11:00 and

mailto:membership@yogahealthcenter.com
https://www.yogahealthcenter.com/blog/meet-the-owners
mailto:membership@yogahealthcenter.com
https://goo.gl/maps/sxCEXY1fTbr
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/5ab497_a8a7fdecd68d4816a2fd21ed6fbd517d.pdf


11:15 classes! There are always spots available if you allow an extra 10 minutes at our
busiest times. 

Two hour no charge parking is always available at the new Wheeler Plaza
parking garage and there is no two-hour restriction after 6:00 pm or on
weekends. (Pro Tip: If you arrive after 4:00 pm, there is no restriction as well).
Click here for map

* * * Please allow an extra 15 minutes to park, check into class and situate yourself in
the room. Our policy is no admittance into class after 5 minutes of start. There are no
pre-sign ins to classes.

PHOTO OF THE MONTH

Professional Yoga Block Mover
Warning! Do not try this at home.

HAPPY 23rd ANNIVERSARY YOGA HEALTH CENTER!HAPPY 23rd ANNIVERSARY YOGA HEALTH CENTER!

STAY CONNECTED
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